INTRODUCTION
After a half-century, Depression-induced slumber, the market for sovereign bonds awakened in the early 1990s. It did so on the heels of a financial crisis triggered by widespread sovereign defaults on commercial bank loans. Under a plan developed by U.S. Secretary of the Treasury Nicholas Brady, these illiquid commercial loans were restructured and replaced by tradable bonds -a process that reinvigorated the bond markets but did not herald a new era of economic security. 3 Between 1995 and 2002, three new crises erupted, and the official sector repeatedly extended unpopular bailouts to debtor nations. 4 A consensus emerged that the international financial architecture was broken. The system required a mechanism to ensure that private lenders bore the cost of their improvident loans, thus discouraging them from making such loans in the first place. 5 Otherwise, the cycle of over-borrowing, default, and bailouts would continue.
For nearly a decade, policymakers and market actors debated solutions. A multilateral treaty establishing a bankruptcy court for sovereigns? A fine idea, some thought, but it was politically infeasible. 6 And anyway, what if the problem could be addressed without such a drastic intervention? Some -in particular, officials at the U.S. Department of the Treasurythought that the problem could be fixed by changing the terms of bond contracts. 7 These advocates recognized that the crises of the late 1990s and early 2000s involved countries that often issued bonds governed by New York law. 8 These bonds were the poster children for contract reform. Unlike the orderly, collective workout envisioned by bankruptcy laws, New York-law sovereign bonds gave each holder the contractual right to opt out of a restructuring. 9 A bondholder might exploit this right, delaying a restructuring that would benefit the group as a whole by demanding a better deal for itself. 10 To fix the problem, some observers claimed, 11 bonds should adopt new terms, called Collective Action Clauses (CACs), that allowed for collectively binding restructuring decisions.
Reformers promoted two types of CACs in particular. 12 The first was a collective modification clause, which allows a defined percentage of bondholders to accept a restructuring proposal in a way that will bind the entire group. 13 The second was a collective acceleration clause, which prevents individual bondholders from demanding full payment after a default and instead requires a minimum bondholder vote to approve such a demand. 14 Both clauses limit the ability of dissenting bondholders to threaten litigation or otherwise hold up a restructuring. 15 To their proponents in the official sector, these features meant that CACs might 11. See Gelpern & Gulati, supra note 6, at 1629-30, 1640. 12. As a theoretical matter, one might use the term CAC to encompass a variety of contract terms designed to ease bondholder coordination problems. For example, (1) trustee clauses empower a trustee to act on behalf of bondholders collectively; (2) bondholder committee or representative clauses allow for the creation of a committee or the appointment of a representative to negotiate on behalf of bondholders after a default, but not to make binding decisions; (3) acceleration clauses prevent bondholders from demanding full payment of their principal after a default, unless a defined percentage of the group approves the demand; (4) modification clauses allow a defined percentage of bondholders to approve a restructuring proposal in a vote that will bind all holders of that bond; and (5) aggregation clauses allow for a similar vote to occur across different bond issues. For descriptions of these variations, see Michael Bradley & G. Mitu Gulati, Collective Action Clauses for the Eurozone: An Empirical Analysis (Mar. 28, 2013) (unpublished manuscript) (manuscript at 17-25), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1948534; Weidemaier & Gulati, supra note 8, (manuscript at 5-7).
13. See Weidemaier & Gulati, supra note 8, (manuscript at 5-6). 14. also reduce the need for bailouts. Proponents believed that private investors would be more willing to accept a restructuring if they were not worried that holdouts would later extract a better deal. In February 2003, this policy idea became reality. After a long Treasuryled campaign, a major sovereign issuer, Mexico, issued New York-law bonds with both types of CACs: collective modification and collective acceleration provisions. 16 In the wake of Mexico's issuance, many other countries also adopted these terms in New York-law bonds. 17 More significantly, CACs have assumed pride of place as a key component of the official sector's response to sovereign debt crises. 18 So entrenched are CACs in this role that today -nearly a decade later -they have swiftly emerged as a key piece of the Eurozone's response to its crisis. 19 As we write, some reformers even propose CACs as a solution to the woes of the U.S. municipal bond market. 20 Proposals to reform sovereign bond contracts, however, encounter an objection. The bonds are drafted and traded by sophisticated actors in thick markets. If market actors have not already chosen to use CACs, perhaps these terms are not such a good idea after all. Over time, a market-failure story emerged to counter this objection. The story emphasized history and, in its simplest form, posited that CACs were a novel innovation necessary to address modern problems that market participants did not yet fully understand. 21 In the jargon of our economist colleagues, market actors had been operating with incomplete information.
In this paper, we will examine this narrative against the historical record. In doing so, we hope to advance the literature in two respects. First, most of the attention in reform debates has focused on modification clauses, which, as a reminder, allow for a collectively binding restructuring vote. But collective acceleration clauses were also a key part of reform proposals in the 1990s and early 2000s. We will present evidence that collective acceleration clauses have been used in sovereign bonds for nearly a century. Second, we have found that collective modification clauses have also been in use for much longer than is commonly believed but that market 16 participants did not (at least until recently) seem to assign these clauses much value. Indeed, we will recount episodes in which protracted debtrestructuring negotiations took place without any of the involved parties seeming to notice that the relevant debt already included modification clauses. These findings undercut the historical narrative supporting pro-CAC initiatives, which posits that CACs are novel clauses that were unfamiliar to market participants. To the contrary, the evidence suggests that market participants were well-aware of CACs but did not believe them to be a necessary feature of sovereign bond documentation.
We have no quarrel with the current CAC initiative in the Eurozone. And we accept that CACs can reduce the barriers to restructuring in at least some cases. Rather, we contend that the pro-CAC historical narrative rests on flawed premises. CACs have been in use for nearly a century, including in some Eurozone local-law bonds, which are the focus of the current Eurozone reform efforts. For most of that century, however, drafters used other clauses, such as trustee clauses, to facilitate bondholder coordination and to limit the power of holdout creditors to disrupt a restructuring. What the pro-CAC narrative fails to explain is why CACs, so long a marginal part of sovereign bond documentation, have now become integral to the proper management of public debt crises. Without such an explanation, CACs look less like a promising policy innovation and more like the latest fashion in financial-market reform.
I. THE MODERN CAC LEGEND
The crises of the 1990s and 2000s prompted much reflection on the sovereign debt markets and the lack of a bankruptcy-type mechanism to deal with insolvent sovereigns. Such reflection was not new; academics, lawyers, and policymakers have long engaged these questions, although they have not always agreed on the problems or their solutions. 22 By the mid-1990s, however, problems of collective action and moral hazard were the primary topics of discussion. The bond markets had sprung back to life after the Latin American debt crisis of the 1980s, and some feared that this development, along with the interconnected nature of global markets, might exacerbate these problems. 23 By the early 2000s, the debate had focused on two competing approaches. 24 26 The latter was the CAC solution. 27 As noted, the debate centered around New York-law bonds, nearly all of which gave bondholders the individual right to opt out of a restructuring. Proponents of contract reform needed to explain why they knew better than the market, which apparently had rejected the use of CACs. 28 The story that emerged, which we explore further below, was an historical one that combined several discrete ideas:
Bond lending poses unique coordination problems. In the 1970s and early 1980s, commercial-bank syndicates made most private loans to emerging-market sovereigns. 29 These banks can coordinate their response to a financial crisis whether or not the loan contract says anything helpful on the subject. Commercial banks are relatively few in number, have close relationships with each other, and are vulnerable to arm-twisting by national regulators. Bondholders, by contrast, are widely dispersed, may have divergent interests, and are less subject to regulatory pressure. Bondholders are more likely to hold out from a restructuring in the hope of obtaining a better deal for themselves. Because holdouts can protract or derail a restructuring, bondholders should prefer, ex ante, contracts that allow a majority vote to bind dissenters as well. The puzzle was why New Yorklaw bonds lacked such terms.
Markets were not designing the right contracts. The second idea purported to solve the puzzle. Contracts are tools for managing risk. If New York-law bonds posed a risk that holdouts would disrupt a restructuring, one would expect lawyers to design contracts to solve the problem. Why was this not happening? Policymakers gradually settled on an explanation: because the bond markets had been dormant for so long, the lawyers involved in bond deals did not recognize or know how to solve the collective-action concerns raised by bond lending. In fact, lawyers knew so little that they supposedly documented sovereign bond deals simply by copying terms from corporate bonds. 30 Public actors could help solve the problem. The story thus far is a simple tale of market failure. The third idea, then, was that public actors should intervene to help fix the market. For example, committees could design model contract terms, which regulators could pressure market participants to adopt. Once they saw the value of these terms, market participants would willingly adopt them in all contracts.
For policymakers, these ideas converged into a simple narrative: Bond lending posed new problems requiring new tools (i.e., CACs) to solve them, but the market was not innovating and needed help from the public sector. Once CACs were incorporated into sovereign bonds, private lenders would be more likely to participate in a sovereign debt restructuring. This trend would reduce the need for official intervention and give private lenders an incentive to lend more prudently.
If one accepts this story, there is little to be said against CACs. Who objects to prudent lending? But does the narrative hold up as an historical matter? Was the market unaware or unable to develop the CAC solution on its own, without official intervention?
Before we turn to the historical foundations of this narrative, we discuss how CACs assumed the prominence they enjoy today as policy As we have explained, the pro-CAC historical narrative emerged to explain this transition and to justify the role of official-sector actors in promoting the switch. This narrative has several parts.
New Problems Require New Solutions
The first part of the Mexico story emphasizes the novelty of the collective-action problems posed by bond lending, and thus the novelty of CACs as a solution. Although the sovereign bond markets were vibrant throughout much of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Depression brought bond lending to an abrupt halt. Countries continued to issue bonds sporadically and in small amounts, but the market did not revive in earnest until the 1990s. 32 In the intervening decades, sovereign lending primarily took the form of direct loans by governments, multilateral lenders such as the World Bank, or syndicates of commercial banks. 33 It was not until after the Brady Plan that the sovereign bond markets once again became the primary means of external sovereign borrowing. 34 For these reasons, as the story goes, the lawyers responsible for documenting sovereign bond issues in the 1980s and 1990s were primarily familiar with commercial loans. Commercial banks have a relatively easy time coordinating their response to a sovereign's financial distress. 35 
With collective modification
Total the lawyers were unfamiliar with the collective-action problems posed by bond lending. Because of their inexperience with sovereign bonds, lawyers (allegedly) based the new sovereign bond documents on the closest template they could find: cross-border corporate bonds. 36 In the United States, the Trust Indenture Act 37 forbids the use of collective modification clauses in corporate bonds. 38 The architects of this prohibition viewed bankruptcy as the preferable alternative. 39 For sovereigns, however, bankruptcy is not an available option. Had lawyers been more attentive to the need to provide for a coordinated workout process, they would have modified corporate bonds to make them suitable for sovereign borrowers. Alas, their inexperience with bond lending meant that they did little more than copy the corporate template.
We have described this story in other work, where we also explain why it is a flawed description of the contracts produced during this era. 40 The story is important, however, because it provided CAC proponents with a justification for official-sector intervention in the bond markets. The story attributed the absence of CACs from the market for New York-law bonds to ignorance rather than investor preference. It also offered a basis for dismissing contrary evidence, such as the inconvenient fact that most English-law bonds drafted in the 1980s and 1990s did include CACs, as did a handful of New York-law bonds. 41 According to the story, this too was the result of copying -only the lawyers involved had copied English-law corporate bonds, or sovereign bonds derived from that template. 42 Because of legal differences between the markets, the English-law corporate template included CACs. 43 By positing that lawyers neither anticipated bondholder-coordination problems nor designed contract terms to address them, the story provided a basis for government intervention.
The Public Sector as a Driver of Innovation
The typical CAC narrative highlights Mexico's 2003 issuance as the key turning point. 44 Part of the story is that Mexico's status as a market leader was crucial to the shift in New York-law bonds. 45 As the story goes, however, even Mexico would not have moved without substantial involvement by the public sector.
One critical intervention took place in 1996, when a report commissioned by the G-10 countries, the so-called "Rey Report," recommended altering sovereign bonds to mitigate the collective-action concerns inherent in bond lending. 46 The Rey Report precipitated a spate of articles, policy reports, and reform proposals, many of which were organized by public-sector actors. 47 By late 2002, a G-10 committee of experts had produced a set of model CACs for issuers to adopt. Among these model CACs, a modification clause allowed holders of 75% of the debt to bind dissenting creditors to a restructuring, and an acceleration clause denied individual bondholders the right to accelerate the debt after a default and instead made the decision to accelerate a collective one that could be made by holders of 25% of the debt and reversed by a 50% vote. 48 More importantly, U.S. Treasury officials launched a behind-the-scenes campaign, exhorting, educating, and arm-twisting in an effort to promote the use of these or competing model CACs in sovereign bonds. 49 When the market switched after Mexico's 2003 issuance, these events seemed to merge into a coherent narrative: the market, because of incomplete information, had failed to design contract terms appropriate to the new world of sovereign bond lending. An education initiative led by the public sector -involving seminars, meetings, academic papers, etc. 45. This is because many market participants worried that CACs would raise their borrowing costs. The fear had some grounding in theory: if CACs reduce the need for bailouts and facilitate "private sector involvement" in debt restructuring, private lenders might price this risk into their loans. On the other hand, CACs might also reduce the cost associated with protracted restructuring negotiations, and this might lower borrowing costs. Without a test case, it was not clear that any country would risk adding CACs to their bonds. Moreover, the test case could not be a small country on the market periphery. No one would follow the lead of such a bit player. Only a market leader could prompt a widespread change in contracts. For a discussion of the first-mover and negativesignal stories, see Häseler, supra note 44, at 9-12.
46. 
B. Europe, 2013
The historical narrative supporting CACs is more extensive and nuanced than we have captured in our brief discussion. In many ways, however, that is the point. Narratives are effective because they are compelling, or at least useful, rather than because they are true. And this simple narrative -CACs were a new solution to a new problem that few understood, and therefore markets had failed to adopt them -was useful. It gave policymakers something concrete that they could do to help solve a perceived problem. Much Eurozone debt, it turns out, derives from bonds that do not include CACs. 51 When a new crisis emerged in Europe, and when taxpayers again revolted at the perceived cost of bailing out heavily indebted countries, CACs emerged as part of the solution. 52 By the time of the Eurozone crisis, nearly a decade had passed since Mexico's 2003 issuance. Yet reformers again encountered the inconvenient fact that many sovereigns issued bonds without CACs. 53 Once again, however, there was an explanation. Unlike the emerging-market bonds that prompted reform efforts in the 1990s and early 2000s, which were governed by New York law, much of the relevant European debt involves bonds governed by the issuing country's local law. 54 The sovereign debt markets are notoriously segmented, 55 and the dividing line is the law that governs the issuance. 56 Another inconvenient fact is that, as Greece's restructuring has shown, it turns out to be relatively easy to restructure local-law bonds even though they do not include CACs. This is because virtually all of these bonds are governed by the issuing country's law and can be restructured by changing that law. Greece, for example, changed its law to provide that a supermajority vote in favor of restructuring would bind every bondholder -in effect, retroactively inserting a CAC into the bonds. 55. As just one sign of market segmentation, it has been asserted that drafters "slavishly follow" practices in their market. See Gray, supra note 30, at 36.
56. For a discussion of the typical correlations between choice of law and contract provisions in the New York and London markets in particular, see Lee C. Buchheit, Choice of Law Clauses and Regulatory Statutes, 15 INT'L FIN. L. REV. 11 (1996) . This is why, according to the pro-CAC narrative, English-law bonds included CACs but New York-law bonds did not -the lawyers began by copying [Vol. 54:1 in the local-law market. In that case, the parallel to the New York-law market was obvious, and so was the solution. An expert committee formed for the purpose of developing a standardized CAC, and Eurozone leaders have mandated the use of this clause in all Eurozone bonds issued after 2012. 57 In the following sections, we examine the historical narrative supporting these CAC initiatives. We feel obliged to repeat that we have no objection to CACs and even assume that they may facilitate restructuring in some cases. Nor do we dispute that the public sector played a key role in prompting the widespread use of these terms. But market participants did not need to be educated about CACs. These clauses have appeared in sovereign bonds for a very long time, but they have never been viewed as a necessary part of bond documentation, much less as a panacea for the macroeconomic problems arising from sovereign financial distress.
II. NOTHING NEW UNDER THE SUN
Because of the episodic, recurring nature of sovereign financial crises, the sovereign debt literature often draws lessons from history. 58 We are especially interested in the historical study of contracts. Our data set includes approximately 2,700 sovereign bond contracts and disclosure documents drawn from a variety of sources and covering the period 1823-2012. 59 different forms.
57. The Eurozone-wide mandate ensures that there will be no first-mover penalty. See supra note 45 and accompanying text. The leaders of wealthy Eurozone countries have also tried to placate irate taxpayers by suggesting that CACs will facilitate private sector involvement in debt restructurings. See Gelpern & Gulati, supra note 52, at 374-77. 59. The appendix reports the 2,030 sovereign issues for which we have relatively complete information about bond terms, meaning one or more of the following documents: the full prospectus, a physical copy of the bond, or the loan contract between the issuer and the underwriting or managing banks. For some early sovereign issues, we could not locate one of these documents and relied instead on excerpts of bond terms published in the newspaper. We exclude this subset from the results reported in the text.
A. Description of the Data
Conceptually, the data set has two parts, distinguished by our method of data collection. The first part extends from 1820 to roughly 1980. For that era, it is difficult to find a centralized source of bond documents. Stockexchange archives include prospectuses and other sales documents for bonds listed on that exchange. We visited the archives for the New York Stock Exchange at the Library of Congress and for the London Stock Exchange at Guildhall. We took digital images of sales documents in each of these archives.
Sales documents typically describe or reprint key bond terms. It is possible, however, that the underlying loan contract between the issuer and the underwriting banks also contained important terms. Moreover, not every sovereign bond issue was listed on an exchange. Thus, we gathered additional documents from the archives of major banks, including Rothschild, Barings, UBS, HSBC, as well as the J.P. Morgan archives at the Morgan Library & Museum. We also visited other collections of sovereign bonds and sales documents, as well as some collections of personal papers from prominent bankers, at Columbia University, Cornell University, Duke University, Harvard Business School, the Origins of Value Museum at Yale University, and the Wertpapierwelt Museum of Historical Shares and Bonds. 60 The second portion of our data set consists of documents gathered from public databases, which provide fairly comprehensive data on sovereign bonds issued between approximately 1980 and 2011. We primarily gathered data from Thomson One Banker, but we supplemented this research with data from Perfect Information. 61 There are undoubtedly gaps in the data. With respect to pre-War bonds, for example, we have only a few offerings from the Amsterdam market of the early 1800s, and we probably under-sample bonds that were issued on the Paris market. Moreover, except for bonds issued by Eurozone countries, only a handful of bonds in the data set were issued in domestic currencies. Most were also issued under foreign law. This predominance of foreign currency and foreign law implies that the bonds in our data set were marketed primarily to foreign investors. So does the fact that we draw most of our modern bonds from pay databases. 62 The Appendix provides more detailed description of the data set. Except where otherwise noted, we focus in this paper on bonds issued in 60 . Where we could, we supplemented the materials with information from contemporaneous newspaper advertisements and investor reports.
61. Because of differences in search capability, we used Perfect Information to collect information on bonds that were guaranteed but not issued by sovereigns.
62. Domestic investors lending in local currency under local law are not likely to be as concerned about contract protections and may be unwilling to pay for access to copies of bond-contract terms.
the London and New York markets. Those markets were the locus of reform efforts in the 1990s and 2000s and figure prominently in the pro-CAC narrative.
B. A Contracts History of the Bond Markets
As noted, explanations for the absence of CACs in New York-law bonds -and the puzzling fact that CACs were present in English-law bonds -stressed that lawyers did not understand the coordination problems inherent in sovereign bond lending or know how to design appropriate contracts. In the next sections, we explain how the historical record undermines this understanding.
We focus first on collective acceleration clauses. The modern pro-CAC narrative focuses almost exclusively on collective-modification rights. But acceleration rights also featured prominently in the reform debates of the 1990s and early 2000s. 63 Their prominence in those debates is not surprising. In theory, contracts can address bondholder-coordination problems in many ways, even without allowing for collective modification. 64 Collective acceleration clauses limit the power of holdouts to disrupt a restructuring through litigation. 65 Sharing clauses remove the incentive to hold out by requiring a lender who receives a disproportionate payment to share the payment pro rata with other lenders. 66 Trustee clauses serve a similar function by appointing a trustee to advance the interests of bondholders as a group. 67 Other types of collective representation are also possible, such as clauses providing for the appointment of a bondholder committee to negotiate a debt restructuring with the issuer. 68 All of these possible reforms were debated in the years before Mexico's 2003 issuance. 69 Because of its myopic focus on collective modification, the modern pro-CAC narrative overlooks a great deal of historical context. As we explain, CACs -defined in the broader sense as clauses designed to remedy bondholder-coordination problems -have been around for nearly a century. The clauses never became a standard feature of bond contracts, however, and there is little evidence that market participants assigned them much value.
Collective Acceleration Clauses in Earlier Eras of Bond Lending
Collective acceleration clauses limit the ability of individual bondholders to demand full payment of principal after a default. If the issuer misses a payment, for example, bondholders as a group might be better off allowing it some time to get its financial footing and resume payments. Individual bondholders, however, may be quick to accelerate, and the collective impact of these individual decisions may leave them all worse off. A modern clause reads something like this:
If an event of default . . . occurs and is continuing, the holders of at least 25% of the aggregate principal amount of the outstanding global bonds may . . . declare all the global bonds to be due and payable immediately . . . . The holders of 66 2/3% or more of the aggregate principal amount of the outstanding global bonds may rescind a declaration of acceleration if the event or events of default giving rise to the declaration have been cured or waived. 70 In the run-up to Mexico, acceleration clauses were a major part of proposed contractual reforms to deal with collective-action problems. 71 A well-designed clause, reformers claimed, could prevent holdout creditors from using litigation to deny a sovereign the "breathing room" needed to get its financial house in order. 72 Of course, if litigation were really so disruptive, one might wonder why these clauses were not already in widespread use. The answer cannot be that clauses of this sort were unknown to the market. To the contrary, acceleration clauses almost exactly like the one reprinted above have appeared in sovereign bonds for nearly a century. A 1923 issuance in New York by the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes contained the following clause:
In Bankers, may waive such default and rescind and annul such declaration of maturity . . . . 73 Our research turned up a number of clauses similar to this one. 74 Focusing on the pre-World War II period, our data set includes 460 bonds issued between 1822 and 1945. Of these, twenty-three bonds include collective-acceleration provisions. These clauses began to appear in the late nineteenth century, although they are concentrated in the first few decades of the twentieth.
Modern sovereign bonds are often assumed to be boilerplate, 75 but these early bonds varied in their use of collective acceleration clauses. For one thing, countries that used these terms did not use them in each issuance. 76 We also see no evidence that the clauses can be attributed to a single entity, such as an investment bank. Indeed, bonds with collective acceleration clauses were underwritten by a number of different banks. Finally, and most importantly, the clauses did not follow a standard template. Sovereigns adopted different thresholds, ranging from 5% to 50%. 77 Other clauses allocated the acceleration decision to the lead bank in the underwriting syndicate or to the authenticating agent. 78 In other cases, the bond also provided for a trustee to represent the interests of bondholders; in these bonds, the acceleration clause allowed a defined percentage of bondholders to force the trustee to declare a default. 79 In this subset of bonds, some clauses also established a voting threshold that would allow bondholders to reverse the trustee's decision to accelerate; others were silent on the subject. 80 From all of this, it is clear that collective acceleration clauses have been part of the sovereign debt landscape for nearly a century. The clauses were hardly universal, but they appeared commonly enough, and in enough variety, that it seems plausible to infer that market participants were aware of the potential hazards of uncoordinated bondholder action and viewed collective acceleration clauses as one (but only one) possible solution. We find no indication in the historical record that the clauses were considered remarkable or that there was any difficulty in using them when necessary. 81 Yet there is equally little evidence that market participants viewed collective acceleration as a necessary part of a rational sovereign debt regime.
Indeed, reform projects at the time, such as the League of Nations project to design model terms for international financial contracts, were acutely aware of coordination problems among bondholders and banks. In 1939, the League's Committee for the Study of International Loan Contracts produced a report and model clauses designed to address coordination problems that might occur throughout a loan's life cyclefrom issuance through default. 82 With respect to bond issuance, for example, the report lamented the recurrent pattern of "excessive and unco-ordinated lending" and the inability to rely on underwriting banks to ensure that the borrowing country's aggregate debt level remained manageable. 83 As a solution, the report proposed the appointment of a "small standing body of recognised financial experts" to opine on the wisdom of proposed loans. 84 With respect to the representation of bondholder interests during the loan and after default, the report devoted extensive discussion to the use of trustees and to entities such as the Corporation of Foreign Bondholders (CFB) and the Foreign Bondholders Protective Council (FBPC). 85 The Committee also made an additional proposal: the bond might designate a representative empowered to negotiate with the issuer after default and to issue a decision that would be "binding on all bondholders, either absolutely or if supported by a fixed proportion of the bondholders." 86 The representative could also initiate legal proceedings against the debtor, and the report proposed an arbitration mechanism for this purpose. 87 Here, the report came closest to recommending the use of collective acceleration clauses. If legal proceedings were in the best interest of bondholders, but the representative failed to initiate them, there had to be a mechanism for overriding the representative's decision. At the same time, the report's authors could not imagine giving each individual bondholder the right to initiate litigation or arbitration. "Too many lawsuits would be a bad thing [,] . . . unpleasant for the debtors [and] their Stock Exchange effects would be disastrous in the case of international loans." 88 As a solution, the report proposed that legal proceedings could be initiated only if approved by holders of 5% of the bonds in circulation. 89 At no point, however, did the report explicitly recommend the use of collective acceleration clauses. This cannot be because the Committee was unfamiliar with them. Its members were major players in the sovereign 83. One problem, the report noted, was the absence of "machinery for the . . . difficult task of co-ordinating different markets. 86. Report on Loan Contracts, supra note 82, at 20. This proposal itself raised bondholder coordination problems, which the report took pains to discuss. For example, if a majority of bondholders had to approve a restructuring agreement negotiated by the representative, how to deal with the problem of indifferent or free-riding bondholders? Cf. id. at 33-34. The report proposed a rule that a restructuring proposal negotiated by the representative would become binding unless a specified percentage of bondholders -the report suggested 5% but had no firm view on the question -requested a meeting to vote on the proposal. debt world, including representatives from major banks, as well as government legal advisors, 90 and our data indicate that collective acceleration clauses appeared with some frequency in the bond issues of the 1920s and 1930s. 91 On the whole, the evidence suggests that neither reformers nor market participants viewed collective acceleration clauses as an essential term. To all appearances, these clauses were merely one of many possible means of addressing bondholder coordination problems, and not a particularly favored one.
In the post-War period, collective acceleration clauses became more common, though they still appeared in only a minority of bonds. As Table  1 shows, these clauses were reasonably common long before Mexico's 2003 issuance brought CACs into the limelight. After Mexico's issuance, however, collective acceleration provisions became widespread. Between 1995 and 2002 -roughly the era in which collective action clauses became a subject of debate -27% of the bonds in our sample included collective-acceleration provisions. After Mexico's 2003 issuance, the rate of use of these clauses jumps significantly. In the post-2002 data, these clauses appear in two-thirds of the sample. Our data also reveal that these clauses became increasingly standardized. As a rough measure, we see at least eight different versions of the clause in use in the pre-World War II period. After 2002, bonds with collective acceleration clauses cohere around a standard requiring a 25% vote to accelerate. The reform debates of the 1990s did not introduce collective acceleration clauses to the sovereign debt markets. Nor was Mexico's 2003 issuance the first instance, although it did lead to their more widespread 90. Id. at 5-6. 91. In our sample, 5% of pre-World War II bonds include these clauses, and most of these issues were concentrated in the first decades of the twentieth century. and uniform use. The long pedigree of these clauses undercuts the claim that market participants were unaware of bondholder collective-action problems and required instruction on how to draft clauses to tackle them. At the same time, the infrequent use of these clauses suggests that market participants did not view collective-acceleration rights as necessary (or helpful) in enabling bondholders to mount a coordinated response to default.
Modification Clauses and Their Substitutes
Modification clauses enable bondholders to approve a restructuring in a vote that binds even dissenting bondholders. It is clear that by the 1930s, if not earlier, reformers were aware that the ability to bind dissenters might come in handy. Recall that the League's Committee for the Study of International Loan Contracts suggested that bonds designate a bondholder representative with the power to negotiate a settlement "binding on all bondholders" -with or without a bondholder vote. 92 At the same time, however, market participants seemingly viewed the ability to bind dissenters as a minor detail. In this section, we first present evidence to support this claim. We also present evidence that undercuts some of the copying stories that underlie the pro-CAC narrative.
a. The (Marginal) History of Modification Clauses
Modification clauses, like collective acceleration clauses, have a long history in sovereign bonds. 93 Until the 1980s, however, they made very rare appearances. The earliest example we have found is a 1922 Czech bond issue negotiated in consultation with the League of Nations. 94 This significant issuance of bonds involved major underwriting banks acting in consultation with governments in creditor countries. 95 The 1923 issuance of these bonds provided that, at a meeting to consider "any proposal which may be made to them by the Czechoslovak Government . . . , the decision of the holders of the majority in nominal value of Bonds present at such meeting, either in person or represented by proxy, shall be binding 92 97 In our data set of 460 preWorld War II bonds, however, no other bonds allow for collective modification. Indeed, we do not even find this clause in subsequent Czech bond issues. 98 If there was a perception that bond documents should include a mechanism for binding dissenting creditors, it quickly waned. 99 And there are some reasons why that might be the case. For one, as is clear from the League of Nations report on financial contracts, reformers researched and deliberated over the use of modification clauses but decided to focus their attention on other contractual devices, such as trustees and bondholder representatives. 100 It seems that market participants did too. In our data set, approximately 5% of pre-World War II bonds included collective acceleration clauses, and nearly 24% (85/460) provided for a trustee to represent bondholder interests. 101 In the run-up to Mexico's 2003 bond issue, this was also true of the debate over sovereign debt reform, which recognized that many contract terms could mitigate concerns over holdout creditors and help bondholders respond to 96 . The Czechoslovak State, Listing Application, $14,000,000 Eight Per Cent. Bonds (Jan. 11, 1923).
97. We found references to the Belgian Conversion Loan of 1936 in materials related to the Report of the Committee for the Study of International Loan Contracts, which we found in the League of Nations archives at the Peace Palace in Geneva, Switzerland. The materials discuss English corporate drafting practices (which reportedly included CACs at the time) and also refer to both the Czech and Belgian loans as the only examples of sovereign bonds to allow collective modification. default collectively. 102 Modification clauses featured more prominently in the modern debate, perhaps because modification clauses had become more widely used. 103 Yet, modification clauses did not become the center of attention until the early 2000s.
During the interwar years, standing committees also played a much larger role in negotiating a settlement following default. 104 The CFB played the dominant role in negotiating on behalf of British bondholders and, in the 1930s especially, the FBPC played a key role in negotiating on behalf of U.S. bondholders. 105 Their negotiated settlements did not bind dissenting bondholders -and thus, did not address the problem that modification clauses are designed to solve -but the committees' recommendations in favor of a settlement held great weight. 106 The belief that effective debt adjustment requires the participation of all bondholders seems to be a modern one. In the pre-War era, restructuring proposals were designed to encourage bondholder participation. The reason is obvious: the borrower could not materially reduce its payment obligations unless most bondholders agreed to reduce their claims. Typically, participating bondholders would exchange their bonds for new ones with reduced payment obligations or would tender their bonds to be stamped with a notice indicating they had assented to the restructuring offer. The disclosure documents accompanying the restructuring offer usually made clear that non-participating bondholders would not be paid. 107 On some occasions, the issuer also promised not to give holdouts a better deal than it had given to participating bondholders. 108 108. Republic of Chile, Listing Application, Consolidated Municipal Loan (Aug. 22, 1939) (under the heading "Covenants," describing Chilean law providing that, if any outstanding bonds were to receive "conditions or treatment different" from that received by participating bondholders, all bonds would benefit from the better treatment); Republic of El Salvador, Listing Application, Certificates of Deposit for Customs First Lien Eight Percent Bonds (Mar. 22, 1937) (promising under the heading "Readjustment Agreement of April 27, 1936" that "the Republic will not pay a higher rate of interest or grant better terms . . . to holders of bonds" not represented by the committee that had cases, however, the issuing country did not condition its restructuring offer on the assent of any particular number of bondholders -a fact that the disclosure documents accompanying the restructuring proposal often made quite clear. 109 Even when a committee was appointed to represent holders of the restructured debt and was empowered to alter the terms of the restructuring, individual bondholders retained the right to opt out (reinstating their original claims) if they did not like the committee's decision. 110 Instead of the all-or-nothing restructuring proposal envisioned by proponents of modification clauses, countries proposed restructuring terms to each bondholder.
From a modern perspective, this state of affairs seems unacceptable. In part, this perception reflects increased concern over the potential impact of holdout litigation on a sovereign's restructuring prospects. We return to that subject in the final section. For now, however, we simply emphasize that, as an historical matter, restructuring proposals made little effort to bind holdouts. 111 Perhaps the most notable example of this indifference 111. As another example, some restructuring proposals appointed a committee to represent participating bondholders and gave the committee broad powers, including the power to modify the restructuring plan in ways that materially affected bondholders. This was consistent with the recommendations of the League of Nations Committee for the Study of International Loan Contracts, which had noted the potential benefits of bondholder representatives. The examples we uncovered, however, allowed individual bondholders to withdraw from the restructuring plan if they did not like the committee's decision. See Given the economic and political upheaval of the ensuing decades, these bonds not surprisingly went into default. After World War II, the Czech government entered wide-ranging restructuring negotiations, including with the CFB and the FBPC. The FBPC archives at Stanford University include drafts of the restructuring agreements and related correspondence. Notwithstanding the modification clause in the underlying bonds -which, recall, allowed bondholders holding a majority in nominal value of the debt, voting at a meeting or by proxy, to approve "any proposal which may be made to them by the Czechoslovak Government" in a vote "binding upon all Bondholders" -we found no indication in the archives that any of the negotiating parties ever considered calling such a meeting or otherwise attempting to bind dissenters to a proposed restructuring. Every draft of the restructuring proposal envisioned that individual bondholders could assent to the plan by tendering their bonds to be stamped with notice of the restructuring. 112 Of course, the fact that holdouts were not viewed as a serious concern for much of the twentieth century does not mean they have not become problematic in the modern world, where sovereigns no longer enjoy absolute immunity from suit. 113 It bears repeating, however, that modification clauses are but one way of addressing these concerns. Even if we assume that holdouts can sometimes present a material barrier to sovereign restructurings, it is not clear why modern reform efforts assign such priority to modification clauses. As we have explained, pro-CAC narratives typically justify reforms by positing that market participants have simply failed to understand the value of these clauses. But when we shift our gaze to the post-World War II era, it appears instead that market participants have been selectively employing modification clauses for some time.
b. The Case of the (Not-so) Mistaken CACs in New York
In the 1990s and early 2000s, sovereign debt contracting practices raised two problems for proponents of CACs. First, most English-law bonds already had modification clauses. 114 Second, although most New York-law bonds required unanimity, a handful of these bonds issued during the 1980s and 1990s included modification clauses. Recall that reform proposals were focused on the New York market. The ubiquity of modification clauses in the English-law market, and their occasional appearance in New York, suggested that the choice of unanimity was a deliberate one. 115 For example, perhaps the New York-law market catered primarily to investors who preferred bonds that were harder to restructure. 116 After all, issuers in the New York market tended to carry below-investment-grade ratings, whereas those in the English market tended to be above-investment grade. 117 If many market participants did not like modification clauses, then arguments in favor of CACsincluding arguments made by one of us 118 -were much harder to justify. The copying stories we described earlier allowed reformers to dismiss the possibility that market participants were informed about CACs but sometimes preferred unanimity. The prevalence of modification clauses in English-law bonds was mere happenstance, an accidental byproduct of English corporate-bond contracts. 119 Some also attributed the occasional use of modification clauses in New York-law bonds to copying. These bonds had been discovered by two researchers at the Reserve Bank of Australia, Mark Gugiatti and Anthony Richards. The issuersKazakhstan, Lebanon, Bulgaria, Egypt, and Qatar -were relatively obscure and had been using modification clauses in their New York-law bonds since the late 1990s. 120 In another case, the Thai government guaranteed a Thai power company's bond, which included a modification clause. 121 Gugiatti and Richards concluded that modification clauses had been included in these bonds by accident. Their explanation posited that the lawyers who drafted these New York-law bonds inadvertently began with English-law forms. 122 According to the story, the lawyers who drafted the bonds worked in the London offices of New York firms, and they simply 115. In theory, the unanimity requirement could have served multiple functions. For example, some investors may have preferred bonds that made restructuring harder, and these buyers may have dominated the New York-law market. Weidemaier began with the (wrong) forms that were familiar to them. 123 Gugiatti and Richards raised the question "whether the lawyers involved were cognisant of the innovative nature of the legal terms being used." 124 Their answer, although delicately phrased, was no: "[O]ur assessment is that [with one exception] the inclusion of CACs was not necessarily a deliberate decision and was perhaps even somewhat inadvertent." 125 For reformers, the story had clear implications, which Gugiatti and Richards spelled out: "[T]he marketplace has historically paid little or no attention to this particular aspect of bond contracts . . . . [T]he inclusion of CACs has simply not been an important decision variable for borrowers or investors." 126 This conclusion is undermined by our broader inquiry into twentiethcentury contracting practices. We have already discussed the relatively frequent use of trustees and the occasional use of collective acceleration clauses in pre-War bonds. Given these patterns, we are skeptical of the claim that market participants were unaware of CACs -defined broadly to include terms other than modification clauses. 127 Moreover, our inquiry into the so-called "inadvertent" New York-law CACs suggests to us that these clauses were the product of deliberate choice.
The Indonesian 1983 and 1986 Bonds. 128 All of the bonds uncovered by Gugiatti and Richards were issued in the late 1990s. 129 We have uncovered modification clauses in at least two previous New York-law issuances (in addition to the Czech issuance, the New York tranche of which would also have been governed by New York law). These bonds were issued by Indonesia in 1983 and 1986, and, as we discuss below, their use of modification clauses probably cannot be attributed to copying from English forms.
We begin with a caveat. The sales documents for these bonds do not specify the vote required to change payment terms. Instead, they refer readers to the Fiscal Agency Agreement, which we have not located. 131 This practice is especially likely to be true of these Indonesian bonds, because Sullivan & Cromwell has long been a major player in the sovereign market, whereas White & Case has been a relatively minor one. 132 If we are correct that these Indonesian bonds include modification clauses and that the contract template originated from Sullivan & Cromwell's New York office, then it is hard to attribute these clauses to inadvertent copying of English-law forms. Lawyers at Sullivan & Cromwell knew how to draft New York-law bonds and had plenty of forms at their disposal.
Lebanon in 1997. The first of the New York-law bonds that Gugiatti and Richards identified was issued in 1997, by Lebanon. 133 The U.S. lawyers involved in this issue were based in New York. (Recall that the inadvertent copying story posits that the lawyers worked at the London office of a New York firm. 134 ) Dewey Ballantine represented the underwriters, and Freshfields represented the issuer. 135 Assuming standard practice, Dewey Ballantine would have controlled the deal template, both because it was counsel for the underwriters and because the issuance would be governed [Vol. 54:1 by New York law. The relevant Dewey Ballantine office was the New York office, not the London office. 136 Despite this evidence, let us assume that these New York-law Lebanese bonds originated with English-law forms. The evidence suggests that the lawyers involved were engaged in design, not copying. Shortly after this first issuance, Lebanon issued a second bond governed by New York law. Once again, Dewey Ballantine was counsel for the underwriters. This time, however, the lawyers involved worked at Dewey Ballantine's London office. 137 The lawyers had an English-law template near at hand, for Lebanon had issued English-law bonds only two years before, in 1995. Below, we reproduce the relevant modification language in Lebanon's 1995 English-law bonds and contrast that with the language in Lebanon's 1997 New York-law bonds. The emphasis is ours and reveals important differences. A resolution duly passed in accordance with the provisions of the Fiscal Agency Agreement at any meeting of the Bondholders will be binding on all Bondholders whether or not they are present at the meeting and whether or not they vote in favor. 139 It strikes us as difficult, by any stretch of imagination, to attribute these differences to inadvertence rather than design. The 1995 clause resembles the standard English-law modification clause of the period. 140 It specifies diminishing quorum requirements where, at an adjourned meeting, a small minority of bondholders could potentially modify the bond's payment terms. By contrast, the New York-law bond issued in October 1997 establishes a higher voting threshold in which modifications must be approved by holders of 75% of the aggregate principal amount of the debt. The elevated voting threshold makes sense, as many U.S. investors viewed English modification requirements as too easily satisfied. 141 In a letter to one of us, Lebanon's lawyers explained that they had deliberately sought to create a "hybrid" clause that "anticipat[ed] the need to restructure sovereign debt" without leaving open the possibility that a minority of bondholders could approve a restructuring (as in English-law bonds The Thai Guaranteed Bond of 1998. As noted, in 1998 the Kingdom of Thailand guaranteed a New York-law bond that contained a modification clause. The law firms involved included the Singapore and Thailand offices of White & Case, the Hong Kong office of Cleary Gottlieb, and the Thailand office of Freshfields. Many practitioners in the official sector knew about this bond, and there was no obvious way to dismiss the bond as the product of inadvertent copying. Nevertheless, the fact that the bond was co-guaranteed by the International Bank of Reconstruction and Development implied that it might follow a different drafting template than bonds without official-sector guarantees. 143 Our data set, however, includes one other guaranteed bond with a modification clause, and this one is not accompanied by an official-sector co-guarantee. Also issued in 1998, this New York-law bond was guaranteed by the Czech Republic and issued by a domestic airline, Aero Vodochody. 144 And once again, White & Case was one of the law firms involved, representing the underwriters out of its Prague office. 145 We have no ready explanation for why modification clauses appeared in these (but only these) two guaranteed New York-law bonds, but the answer seems to involve experimentation by a particular law firm rather than the influence of official-sector co-guarantors. 146 More generally, we see little evidence that these early New York-law modification clauses can be attributed to blind copying. The more plausible explanation seems to be that there were small issuers, operating at the margins and under the radar screen, for whom the standard New York-law template was unsatisfactory. And so they innovated. Whether other players in the New York market were capable of doing the same thing -or whether they required official-sector "help" -is another question. (Oct 19, 1999) . The modification clause in this bond cannot plausibly be attributed to drafter error or copying. The Florentine Offering Circular explicitly specifies both a unanimity provision and a non-unanimity modification provision, and states that subsequent pricing supplements should be understood to use the non-unanimity provision unless a particular supplement explicitly adopts the unanimity provision. Id. Terms and Conditions at 79-80 ( § 15(a) "Meetings requiring majority consent," and § 15(b) "Meetings requiring unanimous consent").
III. WHAT'S OLD IS NEW AGAIN
CACs may be a fine idea in many contexts. Public-sector actors may even play a salutary role in convincing market participants of the wisdom of including these terms in their contracts. We close, however, with a few cautionary notes about ongoing reform initiatives in the Eurozone and about contract-reform initiatives more generally.
A. Euro-CACs, 2013
After 2012, all Eurozone government securities with a maturity of more than one year will include standardized CACs -including modification clauses that allow a restructuring vote to be aggregated across multiple series of bonds. The rationale for this initiative neatly parallels the reason for the CAC initiative in New York a decade earlier. The bailout of Greece in 2010 resulted in intense political fallout, and CACs were invoked to ward off increasingly vocal critics. As was the case in the 1990s and 2000s, CACs were touted as a mechanism for replacing official-sector bailouts with private-sector involvement. 147 One problem with the CAC initiative is that most Eurozone countries already use CACs in their foreign-law bonds. Reformers, however, point out that much of the debt stock in the Eurozone consists of local-law bonds, which (they assert) do not have CACs. 148 Thus, when Greece restructured its local-law debt in March 2012, it did so by legislating the retroactive introduction of CACs into its bonds. 149 Many viewed this as an objectionable and arbitrary act, far inferior to the orderly and equitable process that could be structured ex ante through the use of CACs. 150 Once again, reform plans implicitly took the view that the market was failing to design optimal terms: if CACs were such a good idea, but local-law bonds did not use them, there must be a problem with the drafting process. As with reforms in the New York-law market, a high-level committee was created to draft model clauses. 151 Eurozone leaders also decided to mandate use of the model clauses. That way, smaller issuers -such as countries like Slovenia -could adopt the clauses without fear that the market would interpret the use of CACs as a sign of higher risk of default.
Once again, however, our data complicate this picture. As noted, our data set consists primarily of bonds governed by foreign law. 152 In the 1990s, for example, several issues by the United Kingdom (1992 and 1996) included modification clauses of the sort commonly found in English-law debt. In a few other cases, sovereigns guaranteed local-law bonds with modification clauses. 153 Then, after the CAC initiative in New York, the United Kingdom and Germany each included modification clauses in local-law bonds in an effort to provide a model for smaller, less-influential issuers to follow. 154 A number of smaller issuers have also used the clauses in recent years. These include Slovenia and St. Kitts & Nevis, the latter of which recently completed a restructuring of local-law debt that turned out to include modification clauses. 155 We cannot make broad claims about the prevalence of modification clauses in local-law bonds. We suspect that these clauses appear rarely. It is clear, however, that the clauses have been used, sometimes by small countries on the market periphery. If market participants objected to the use of CACs, or if lawyers were reluctant to implement them, we would not expect clauses to appear in these places. Of course, this begs the question: why do we not see more local-law issuers using CACs? We cannot answer this question, although it is possible that market participants have long (and correctly) viewed local-law bonds as relatively easy to restructure even without CACs. One way or the other, it is clear that local-law CACs are not a novel invention that had to be designed by a government-sponsored committee of experts. As was the case in New York, they were right there all along.
B. CACs as the Latest Fashion in Contract Reform
It is hard to construct a coherent picture from a century of contracting practices. Even one sovereign bond issuance is the product of multiple individuals operating within different institutions having different goals and incentives. As a result, we do not pretend to offer a complete explanation of the role CACs have served in the sovereign debt markets. We do, however, offer several observations about the prominence CACs have enjoyed in policy debates over the past several decades. And to be 152. Among sub-sovereign issuers, we have an example as early as 1963: the City of Milan. 153. These include a number of bonds guaranteed by the United Kingdom, Portugal, South Africa, and France. The French version of a CAC is a procedure known as masse.
154. This move by a number of the more prominent European issuers is described as part of the discussion of the 2003 CAC initiative in Gelpern & Gulati, supra note 6, at 1674.
155. clear, despite the range of contract terms capable of addressing collectiveaction problems, 156 the modern discussion of CACs has narrowed to focus largely on modification clauses.
First, the interest in reforming sovereign bond contracts is not new. 157 Perhaps the major difference between modern and earlier reform initiatives is that modification clauses are now in vogue. Prior reforms focused on trustees and other mechanisms for allowing bondholders to monitor the issuer during the loan and respond to default. Even at the time, however, it appears that contract drafters were engaged in a fair amount of experimentation, from the rare use of collective acceleration clauses to the more frequent use of trustees (24% of our pre-War sample). Still, these clauses never entered widespread use, perhaps because officialsector actors never pushed hard to convince the market to adopt them. After all, the bond markets crashed during the Depression, and the task of reforming largely dormant markets may have seemed less urgent. Yet the long history of contract experimentation also implies that bond markets have a greater capacity to innovate than reformers often attribute to them. With respect to modification clauses in particular, we find it hard to believe that market participants did not know about these clauses. To the contrary, our analysis of early-and mid-twentieth century restructuring practices indicates that restructurings were not thought to depend on the ability to bind dissenters.
Of course, dissenters may now pose a greater threat. The obvious reason is the demise of the doctrine of absolute sovereign immunity and the rise of the modern vulture fund. 158 Now that sovereigns can be sued -indeed, now that holdouts have achieved some rather spectacular (if perhaps temporary) victories 159 -perhaps CACs have become more important for limiting holdout litigation. 160 But if so, this trend does not explain the focus on modification clauses over other contractual methods for addressing holdout concerns. Nor does it create a plausible link between CACs and the key official-sector justification for them, which is that CACs 160. This assumes the clause is properly drafted. See Anna Gelpern, Sovereign Restructuring After NML v. Argentina: CACs Don't Make Pari Passu Go Away, CREDIT SLIPS (May 3, 2012, 10:38 AM), http://www.creditslips.org/creditslips/2012/05/sovereign-restructuring-after-nml-v-argentina-cacsdont-make-pari-passu-go-away.html. APPENDIX 1: 1923 CZECH BOND EXCERPT 15. Should circumstances arise hereafter in which it may be necessary or expedient to obtain the sanction of the Bondholders to any exercise of their rights or their decision upon any proposal which may be made to them by The Czechoslovak Government, Messrs. Baring Brothers & Co., Limited, and Messrs. Kidder, Peabody & Co., shall be at liberty by publication in two London newspapers and two New York newspapers and two Amsterdam newspapers of an advertisement to convene a General Meeting of the Bondholders to be held in the City of London at a place and time and on a day to be prescribed in the advertisement, not being less than thirty days subsequently to the publication of the advertisement and the decision of the holders of the majority in nominal value of Bonds present at such meeting, either in person or represented by proxy, shall be binding upon all Bondholders, whether present at the meeting or not, but such majority must be comprised of not less than fifty per cent. of the Sterling Bonds and not less than fifty per cent. of the Dollar Bonds outstanding, and any meeting duly convened may appoint a Chairman and be adjourned from time to time by resolution of the majority of Bondholders present in person or by proxy. Messrs 
